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NEW QUESTION: 1
CORRECT TEXT
In a zero downtime firewall cluster environment, what command
syntax do you run to avoid switching problems around the
cluster for command cphaconf?
Answer:
Explanation:
set _ccp broadcast

NEW QUESTION: 2
A storage administrator plans to replicate new data from
primary ZFS storage to the secondary ZFS storage.
Where should the administrator check to verify the current
status of a replication?
A. Shares &gt; Project &gt; edit selected Project &gt;
Replication

B. Maintenance &gt; Logs &gt; Alerts
C. Shares &gt; edit selected Share &gt; Replication
D. Configuration &gt; Services &gt; Remote Replication
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

C
D
B
A
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